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FRONT GALLERY  

It Is Not It That We See 
Curated by Liam James 

Pat Brassington, Christl Berg, Troy Ruffels, Mish Meijers, Jen Dickens, Nicole 

Robson, Simon Cuthbert, Annika Koops, Laura Hindmarsh, Sean Fennessy, Lou 

Conboy, Kate Kirby, Aiden Morse, Felix Wilson, Kieran Sullivan, Nik Lee and 

Johnathon Ainslie (TAS) 

 

It is not it that we see – Observations of the Observer 
Marcus Colla 

Long has it been observed that the photograph conveys more than the image itself. It fools, it 

interrogates, it illuminates and it awakens. Ostensibly, it reflects reality (or at least one version of it), and 

thus the straw-photographer’s task amounts to little more than that of a conduit. But what self-respecting 

artist would ever be concerned with anything so tedious and rudimentary as the real world? Or, indeed, 

as the more philosophically-inclined photographer may query, what artist even could? Photography’s 

purpose, we may surmise, can be reduced to proving the sheer ineffability of merely representing this 

reality. For the very act of creating the photograph introduces by necessity the subjective element. So far, 

so straightforward.  

But it was Barthes who wrote ‘Whatever it grants to vision and whatever its manner, a photograph is 

always invisible: it is not it that we see’. The photograph, so runs the reasoning, is not the artistic entity in 

and of itself. It is defined by its ‘referent’ (the ‘real’ thing it depicts, spatial or temporal, made 

‘meaningful’ through cognition), which itself assumes an objective quality; that is to say, the relation 

between the object and its representation. In being what Barthes brilliantly terms ‘the sovereign 

Contingency’, the photograph gains authenticity from the singular Necessity with which it began. The very 

act of creating the photograph, then, is what authenticates it. The photograph, writes Barthes, ‘does not 

invent’.  

But note here the direct presumptions of an underlying reality. On some levels, perhaps, this seems fair – 

if there is no ontological basis for the photograph, then what is a photograph but so many Disneylands, an 

‘inauthentic’ or ‘hyper’-reality (to reference Umberto Eco), too distant from the world-as-known to be 

considered a representation, but too uncanny to be considered mere fiction? And where, for that matter, 

does art overlap with this spectrum? 

But let’s keep this straightforward. Following this reasoning, our attention is inescapably drawn to the 

role of the photographer – the observer, the performer, the manipulator or the alchemist, depending on 

your preference. Reading and re-reading Barthes’ assertion, it is impossible not to infer that he views the 

artist as secondary, even immaterial, as if she is as much the medium as the tools she employs. Yet this, 

we might say, is palpably nonsense. It is the illusion to beat all illusions. For the photographer can never 

be the mere observer, or even the mere transmitter. The very nature of the photographer’s work requires 

the passage through man and his technology. As such, the photograph is forever a human construct, and 

the photographer’s claim to ‘represent reality’ no more than the atavistic residue of a long-defunct 
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empiricism. A self-aware or ironic photographer will recognise and exploit this. At its logical endpoint, she 

might even produce ‘pure’ photography – photography with no external content whatsoever (fear not – I 

won’t dwell on this. I promised to keep things straightforward, remember?). 

Here things become a tad less straightforward (promises are made to be broken). For transcending the 

photographer is, of course, the viewer (or ‘spectator’, in Barthes’ terms). And what the viewer 

experiences is something different again. Put otherwise, experiencing the photograph is not to experience 

its content. Indeed, we can go one step further and argue that experiencing the photograph is not even to 

recreate the experience of the photographer. Kant once wrote that experience of the sublime (substitute 

‘overpowering’ or ‘perilous’) is the key to recognising the power of our rational being. So, it must be 

asked, can experiencing the photograph be qualitatively identical to experiencing the sublime of that 

which it represents? One would have to think not. Gone, then, is the idea of the photograph as a window, 

as if that was ever a satisfying notion to begin with. But in its place we have a sense that the photograph 

acts as a distortion on our experience of reality. This seems to me more fruitful. But it does yield some 

unexpected consequences, especially for Barthes. 

For one, spare a thought for the photographer in all this: if she is at once conscious of the travesty she has 

created and willingly dependent on her viewer, has she entirely capitulated to fiction and surrendered her 

impulse to convey? Put otherwise, can the artist as observer ever consider photography a viable medium? 

Kick and scream all she might, the proud viewer may argue, her work is about me, and woe betide the 

proud creator! But then – oh, but then! – retorts the high-minded philosopher, the photographer has 

recaptured her role as conveyer, and the thing-in-itself again regains its essence! The photographer is 

irrelevant, and the viewer and object wrestle only one another, in art as in life itself. Barthes is 

redeemed…sort of. 

What, then, is left for the poor photographer? A cursory glance at my initial list yields just one answer – 

the artist as manipulator. Wrestle all you wish, says the manipulator, but you wrestle on a stage I have 

myself constructed, with your every move pre-determined by my genius. The photographer strikes back, 

and all that is lost is the autonomy of the viewer. But from this unfreedom emerges only a sense of chaos. 

We all, in this case, mouth the artist’s script. The photographer is sinister, the viewer abused. And yet 

(heckles that vexatious sceptic), is not life lived as a work of art? ‘No’, scream back in unison those who 

refuse to view the world solely in dichotomies, ‘return to us our independence of thought!’ The smirking 

artist, looking to detach himself from any sense of guilt, may hereby choose to chastise: ‘have back your 

independence, then! For now it is you who deplores, who hates, who sees the ugly, who bestialises, who 

sexualises, who objectifies!’ But, smirking, the shrewd viewer may simply retort: ‘most certainly I do. Yet 

if this is so, then it is also I who bestows beauty upon the sunset!’ The haughty photographer, accordingly, 

realises his fate – an anonymous medium, incapable of communicating, and thus limp in his art.  

It is not it that we see is, at heart, a celebration of photography; its potential and its complexity, as 

produced by Tasmania’s finest. And if these thousand words sound terribly undergraduate, then I make 

no (well, few) apologies. Photography, as will be clear to you at this exhibition, is capable of extraordinary 

things. And if the extraordinariness of it all confuses you as much as it does me, then perhaps my previous 

ramblings won’t all be in vain.  
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FLOOR SHEET 

Wall 1 (Rear Wall) 

Christl Berg  
Courtesy of the Artist  

Washed up I #2 

Archival digitals print 

2010 

$1300 

Washed up I #3 

Archival digitals print 

2010 

$1300 

Laura Hindmarsh  
Courtesy of the Artist  
blinded by sunlight (studio) 
Digital print and carbon drawing 
2014 
$500 for series or $200 each 

blinded by sunlight (annex) 

Digital print and carbon drawing 

2014 

$500 for series or $200 each 

blinded by sunlight (chapel) 

Digital print and carbon drawing 

2014 

$500 for series or $200 each 

 

Wall 2 (Side Wall) 

Felix Wislon 
Courtesy of the Artist  

Anthropocene, encounter 

(Strange Stranger) 

C-Type Print 

2013 

$440 

Kate Kirby 
Courtesy of the Artist  

Untitled #5, Burrow Series 

Digital C-type Print 

2006 

85 x 85cm 

$700 unframed $1200 framed 

Aiden Morse 
Courtesy of the Artist  

Untitled (From Soft Opening) 

Archival Pigment Print 

42 x 29.7cm 

2014 

$400 

Sean Fennessy 
Courtesy of the Artist  
Untitled (from the gravel series) 
Digital Archival Print 
94 x 75cm 
2014 
POA 

Simon Cuthbert 
Courtesy of the Artist  
Parking at rear 
Type C print 
101cm x 124cm 
ed. 6 
2010 
$2600 

Simple solutions for a complex 

world no.1   

Type C print 

101cm x 124cm 

ed. 6 

2010 

$2600 

Hedge no.1 

Type C print 

101cm x 124cm  

ed. 6 

2010 

$2600 

 

Centre of the Gallery 

Nicole Robson 
Courtesy of the Artist  
Keeping up Appearance 
UV Ink Jet print on Vinyl 
2010 
POA 

Jennifer Dickens 
Courtesy of the Artist  
Bell Buoy 
Longitude      41° 

2'27.64"S 
Latitude  146°49'59.14"E 
Canson Infinity Inkjet fine art 

paper 
2014 

Low Head light house 

Longitude      41° 

3'19.80"S 

Latitude  146°47'21.50"E 

Canson Infinity Inkjet fine art 

paper 

2014 

 

Wall 3 (Archway) 

Pat Brassington 
Courtesy of the Artist and Bett 

Gallery, Stills Gallery, Arc One 

Gallery 

Q 

Pigment print on archival paper 

2013 

POA 

Nik Lee 
Courtesy of the Artist  
Untitled (20 dollar cake) 
Pigment print and sponges 
2014 
84.18 x 118.9cm 
$777 
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Wall 3 (Side Wall) 

Jonathon Ainslie 
Courtesy of the Artist  

Dried out 

Silver Gelatin Print 

2014 

30.5 x 40.6cm 

POA 

Troy Ruffles 
Courtesy of the Artist and Bett 

Gallery 
The Notes 
Digital print on composite 

aluminum panel 
2014 
107 x 107cm 
$2450 

Kieran Sullivan 
Courtesy of the Artist  
Fences 
Digital Colour Prints 
2014 – 2013 
$250 

Lou Conboy 
Courtesy of the Artist  
Hot Blooded Mountain Equus 
Inkjet print 
2014 
$380 

Mish Meijers 
Courtesy of the Artist  
It’s a vigil 
Lenticular Photograph 
2014 
87 x 60cm 
Edition of 5 
$1400 

Paddy Melon madness 

Lenticular Photograph 

2014 

87 x 50cm 

Edition of 5 

$1100 

Annika Koops 
Courtesy of the Artist and Bett 

Gallery 
Wallflower 
C-Type print face-mounted to 

Perspex  
2013 
120 x 100cm 
$3000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Special thanks to: 
Marcus Colla, Neika Lehman, 

Rhiannon James, Emily-Rose 

Wills, Mel De Ruyter, Nic Foote, 

Luke Middleton, Contemporary 

Art Tasmania, The Sawtooth 

Board and all participating 

Artists.  
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MIDDLE GALLERY 

A Collection of Allegorical Imagery, Music & Objects 
Mathew Carey and Jamie Stacey (TAS) 

 

  

Jamie Stacey & Mathew Carey, A Collection of Allegorical Images, Music and Objects (2014) Digital Photograph 
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PROJECT GALLERY and @SAWTOOTH POP-UP #EXHIBTION 

Celebrating NAIDOC: a diverse collection of contemporary 

Aboriginal art work.  
Curated by Brigitte Wolfe 

Elder, Aunty Olive (Ollie) Ralph (VIC), Elder, Aunty Marilyn Pitchford - Brown (TAS), Elder, 

Aunty Judith - Rose Thomas (TAS), Vicki West (TAS), Will Stackhouse (TAS), Brendon 

Everett (TAS) Sallyanne (Sam) Goss (TAS), Bonnie Starick (TAS), Nina Wolfe-Bradley 

(NSW), Cheryl Ransom (TAS) 

‘NAIDOC originally stood for ‘National Aborigines and Islanders Day 

Observance Committee’. NAIDOC Week celebrates the history, culture 

and achievements of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. 

NAIDOC is celebrated not only in Indigenous communities but by 

Australians from all walks of life’ (Australian Government 2014, 

http:/www.naidoc.org.au/). 

Aunty Judith-Rose Thomas, Quamby (2006) painting, modelling compound and gauche on canvas 

Curator, Brigitte Wolfe (NSW): as a young child I remember celebrating NAIDOC Week at our Aboriginal 

afternoon school care centre in urban NSW. We listened with awe to Dreamtime stories, made ply board 

boomerangs and practised weaving using black, yellow and red raffia. After some tucker, we listened to a 

yarn from Aunty about why we have a celebration called NAIDOC. At the end of the day, we helped put up 

a mini art exhibition for the Community. These memories have stayed with me.   I am proud to curate this 

collection of emerging and established artists who celebrate NAIDOC Week with us today.  

Celebrating NAIDOC Week 
Each artist was asked to provide two sentences, what NAIDOC means to them and one about their art 

work: 

Elder, Aunty Marilyn (Maz) Pitchford-Brown (TAS): NAIDOC is a time for Community to gather together 

and celebrate culture. 

My painting titled, Essential, depicts the importance of fire to Aboriginal people from then till now.  

Elder, Aunty Olive (Ollie) Ralph (VIC): NAIDOC means big celebrations, sharing my culture in schools and 

getting together with family and friends; we have a beautiful culture, very proud.   

I’ve made a basket in what’s called needle weaving and included two slip castes tear drop vases hand 

painted with leaf motifs; leaves have been a big part of my childhood and they still fascinate me today.   

Elder Aunty Judith-Rose Thomas (TAS): NAIDOC means a time to celebrate culture and a time to share 

our spirituality with our youth. 

Quamby- with referencing of Spiritualism, Symbolism and Mythology within the Tasmanian Aboriginal 

Culture I have incorporated information and knowledge concerning the Ancestral configurations on the 

dolerite rocks and how they can be utilised as a form of depiction in a tribal sense and used as artistic 

reference for the Tasmanian Aboriginals.   

http://www.naidoc.org.au/
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Brendon Everett (TAS): NAIDOC is about remembering the past, looking to the future and celebrating our 

achievements.  

I love the feel of clay and the transformation of earth into object, my trees are titled, how the ancients 

have fallen. 

Sallyane (Sam) Goss (TAS): in NAIDOC Week we learn about the two most important aspects of Aboriginal 

culture, dancing and art and through these two aspects we are shown how important it is for us to 

perform them. 

I like to capture moments in time; my photography is important to me, so being asked to show them 

means a lot to me. 

Cheryl Ransom (TAS): what NAIDOC week means for me is a sense of pure celebration with no political 

agenda attached, a time of united freedom to come together and embrace who we are, as one and as a 

whole community. 

My painting is titled, Growth, our land is scarred, it remembers but it regenerates with new growth as a 

reminder of our own.  

Will Stackhouse (TAS): NAIDOC for me creates an opportunity to catch up with people I haven't seen for 

some time and get the latest on what's happening in their life.  

The piece I am putting in the NAIDOC exhibition is titled, the bird trap, it represents the cultural activity of 

trapping seabirds for their eggs and meat. 

Bonnie Starick (TAS): NAIDOC is a celebration of Aboriginal and Indigenous culture that should not only 

be celebrated in July, but every day of the year!  

My photographs reflect my connection to my country and the importance of cultural inclusion.  

Vicki West (TAS): NAIDOC is a time when we come together to celebrate the continuance and resilience 

of our culture. 

My work titled, Entwine, incorporates traditional cultural material and knitting to explore the tension 

between two merging and transitioning worlds. 

Nina Wolfe-Bradley (NSW): NAIDOC is about families and communities celebrating art and culture. 

My art speaks about abandoned, natural and created environments and the relationships that develop 

when they’re left alone together. 

FLOOR SHEET 

Foyer (left to right) 

Will Stackhouse, Aunty Marilyn (Maz) Pitchford-Brown, Vicki West and Elder, Cheryl Ransom 

Project Gallery (left to right) 

Wall 1: Brendon Everett 

Wall 2 (Archway): Sallyane (Sam) Goss and Elder Aunty Judith-Rose Thomas 

Wall 3 (Door): Vicki West 

Wall 4 (Glass window): Bonnie Starick and Nina Wolfe-Bradley 

Centre plinth: Elder, Aunty Olive (Ollie) Ralph 

Plinths: Brendon Everett

http://www.naidoc.org.au/
http://www.naidoc.org.au/sites/default/files/field/image/australian_aboriginal_flag.jpg
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NEW MEDIA GALLERY 

Sehnsucht 
Darryl Rogers (TAS) 

 
Thylacine Ghost (2014) Digital still 

 

When Rene Magritte was asked about his painting Time Transfixed (an image of 

a train emerging from a lounge room fireplace frozen in time) he said that he 

simply wanted to “evoke the mystery”. 

Rene Magritte, Time Transfixed (1938) 

 

My interest is in exploring this mystery and for me this mystery is tied to the idea of 

Sehnsucht.  

Sehnsucht is a German noun that is difficult to translate adequately; it describes a deep emotional state of 

intense longing. Sehnsucht is sometimes felt as a longing for a far-off country, but not a particular earthly 

land, which we can identify. Furthermore there is something in the experience that suggests this far-off 

country is very familiar and indicative of a nostalgic sense of what we might otherwise call "home". The 

majority of people who experience it are not conscious of what or who the longed for object may be, and 

the longing is of such profundity and intensity that the subject may immediately be only aware of the 

emotion itself and not cognizant that there is something longed for. The experience is one of such 

significance that ordinary reality pales in comparison. 

The imagery and elements in this installation aim to set up a type of material and perceptual cognitive 

dissonance. Structurally it originated with the Magritte painting Time Transfixed. Elements such as water, 

CGI virtual forms (a long lost Thylacine* etc.), peppers ghost (a holographic illusion) and the spherical 

shaped works are intended to inform both a personal and a universal experience of Sehnsucht.  

*The Thylacine in this work was created specifically for Sehnsucht by José Antonio Peñas (Madrid, Spain). 

www.darrylrogers.com 

www.darrylrogers.com

